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                    Choose your Pico!

                    Click the "Pico" in the list, then click "Connect"

                     

                    If you already tried to connect and it's not working, try using a different USB cable. Some cables are "Charge-only" cables, and they will not work with your Pico.

                

            

        

    


    
    
        
        

            
            
                
                    Welcome to the new Piper Make!

                    
                        Here you will find new projects, tutorials, and ways to interact with the new Raspberry Pi
                        Pico—all so you can build cool stuff and share it with the world.
                    

                    
                        Use the controls on the bottom of your screen to find each of the different projects and
                        tutorials based on which kits you have.
                    

                    
                        To create your own project, use the lever in the lower-right corner to switch to Creative Mode.
                    

                    
                        To set up or repair the firmware on your Raspberry Pi Pico so that it works with this site, use
                        the Setup My Pico button in the lower-left corner.
                    

                    Welcome to Piper Make. What will you create?

                    Let's Go!
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                    Welcome to Piper MAKE!

                    
                        Explore make.playpiper.com, your hub for Piper Make Missions.

                        Missions require a computer with Chrome 
                        or Edge 
                        connected to a Piper Make Starter Kit.
                    

                    
                        You can browse the Missions from your mobile device. Then, switch to a computer for Piper Make connectivity!
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                    Choose a file (.png) on your computer that was downloaded from Piper Make to open as a new project
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                        The link below will open as a copy of your project.
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                    Choose a name for your project file:
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                    "Save to Google Drive" will save your project file to a folder named "DRIVE FOLDER NAME"

                    Preparing your blocks file... This window will close automatically when it's finished.
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                    Welcome, Maker - I'm Piperbot!

                    I'm Stuck! Can You Help Me Move?

                    All those Earth scientists are counting on me to head to Mars but my controls need fixing first! I don't know how to build circuits and code - but let's learn together.

                    
                        Looks like our buddies will guide us through that panel on the right side of the screen! Let's check it out!

                        ⮕
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